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	Location-Based Information Systems: Developing Real-Time Tracking Applications, 9781439848548 (1439848548), CRC Press, 2010

	Location-based services (LBS) are nally coming out of research labs and getting
	into the hands of nal users. It is fairly common to see cellular carriers
	and private companies oering LBS to locate your children, friends, and sites
	of interest, track assets, enhance the security of key personnel, help people
	with disabilities use public transportation, guide tourists, and many others.
	Location-based advertisement is becoming a very big business. Very soon users
	will be receiving customized advertisements in their cellular phones according
	to their current location. Military-related LBS systems have also been implemented
	to provide real-time situational awareness. Soldiers are receiving alert
	messages with additional information according to their current location. The
	interesting aspect is that LBS applications are just starting to emerge and the
	potential for growth the next several year is tremendous.


	One common aspect of all these LBS applications is that they are built
	on top of an infrastructure that includes not only the cellular phone and
	the application that runs in it but also a communication network, a back
	end application that runs in a server somewhere, and a series of supporting
	servers and databases that together provide useful information back to the
	user. This entire infrastructure on top of which many LBS applications can
	be eciently supported and run is what we call Location-Based Information
	Systems (LBIS). LBIS are being developed to target problems in many, if not
	all, sectors of the economy. In this regard, the timing of this book could not
	be better.
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Radio Wave Propagation: An Introduction for the Non-SpecialistSpringer, 2008
This work treats the essential elements of radio wave propagation without requiring recourse to advanced electromagnetic concepts and equations; however it provides sufficient detail to allow those concerned with wireless systems to acquire quickly a practical working knowledge of the important concepts.
The treatment commences with an analysis...


		

Younger Next Year: The Exercise Program: Use the Power of Exercise to Reverse Aging and Stay Strong, Fit, and SexyWorkman Publishing Company, 2015

	The definitive exercise book that the one-million-plus readers of the Younger Next Year® series have been waiting for—and the exercise book that takes the intimidation out of starting a workout routine. Based on the science that shows how we can turn back our biological clocks by a combination of aerobics and strength fitness,...


		

Unlocking Microsoft C# V 2.0 Programming Secrets (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2005
Unlocking Microsoft C# v2.0 Programming Secrets provides a              guide for working with the Visual C# compiler. From discussions of              the IDE and the basics of code placement in C# to the creation of              message boxes and menus, this book details how to insert common              algorithmic functions in C#...





	

Open Source Network AdministrationPrentice Hall, 2003
In Open Source Network Administration, MIT netadmin James M. Kretchmar introduces an extraordinary collection of open source tools for streamlining and improving network management, monitoring, alerting, optimization, troubleshooting, and much more. Kretchmar provides detailed explanations, plus easy instructions...

		

Lonely Planet India (Country Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2011

	“India’s diversity is apparent in its architecture, landscapes, festivals and handicrafts. And spirituality – the beating heart of India – pulsates from the mountains of Ladakh to the shores of tropical Kerala.” – Sarina Singh, Lonely Planet Writer
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Pro SQL Server 2008 MirroringApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Mirroring is your complete guide to planning, using, deploying, and maintaining database mirroring as a high-availability option. Mirroring protects you by maintaining one or more duplicate copies of your database for use in the event the primary copy is damaged. It is a key component of any production-level,...
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